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Abstract
The Melbert Cary, Jr. Graphic Arts Collection in theWallace Memorial Library is one of the trea
sures the RIT community has had available for years. For this thesis project, selected materials
from the collection were scanned and made available on the Internet so people at any location
can experience the rare and invaluable items the facility houses. Not only has the result of this
project created an educational tool for others to use, but it also challenged the author to mas
ter web publishing while developments rapidly occur on the most powerful mass communica
tions media to arise in decades.
While the primary purpose of this thesis project was to create an aesthetically pleasing
and information rich web presentation for the Melbert Cary, Jr. Graphic Arts Collection, many
secondary goals had to first be achieved. Those secondary goals are outlined in this list:
1. To acquire high quality color electronic images for others to access remotely.
2. To design a searchable database of 300 records.
3. To learn the ins-and-outs of web publishing by:
Creating cohesive and consistent documents in the HyperText Markup
Language (HTML).
Developing an aesthetically pleasing interface for users to explore docu
ments. This included keeping up-to-date with developments in HTML
and using techniques created byweb publishing experts to make the text as
typographically pleasing as possible.
Placing the necessary documents and images on a web server.
Advertising the address of the presentation, or URL, to the appropriate
audience.
vn
4. Developing clear and concise instructions on how to maintain the presentation,
including procedures for adding categories and images.
After a substantial amount ofwork on this project was completed, it was linked to the
Wallace Memorial Library's home page. A home page is the first site a person reaches upon
typing in an Internet address on the World Wide Web. Home pages can be created by individu
als or organizations and serve as points of departure for exploring textual and graphical infor
mation available at these sites.
The Cary presentation has a section explaining the history and growth of the collec
tion. A user can continue by taking a virtual tour of the facilities or by reading about recent
acquisitions. The main feature of the presentation is a subject library and digital image data
base which contains an initial collection of approximately 300 searchable records ranging from
medieval manuscripts to portraits of printers. Instructions on how to perform various types of
searches, as well as what type of searches are feasible, are also integrated into this project.
Finally, information about image acquisition, graphics presentation, and database installation
and setup are integrated into this project. In addition, a secondary home page for the
American Printing History Association has been created, and sample articles from its journal
PrintingHistory will be available in a digital format on an ongoing basis.
All images were prepared to be as faithful to the originals as possible, keeping in mind
the drawbacks inherent in viewing images and text on today's monitors. Retaining accurate
colors and details while paying heed to practical speed requirements of transmission was of
great importance. A feedback form has also been made available for individuals who wish to
communicate any comments, problems, requests or suggestions via e-mail.





Remote computing has become commonplace in today's society. From using automatic teller
machines to sending e-mail messages, advanced computer-networks have been established to
send information back and forth using long-distance lines. The oldest of these computer net
works in the United States (and possibly in the world) is the Internet, commonly referred to as
"the mother of all
networks."
When and why did the Internet come into existence? In the early
1960s, scientists started experimenting by connecting to remote computers in different geo
graphical locations. Later in the decade, the U.S. Advanced Research Projects Agency of the
United States government realized the potential impact the computer industry might have on
both education and military development and research and decided to fund an experimental
network. Coined ARPANET, the group aimed at developing a networked computer system capa
ble of withstanding a nuclear explosion. Through their research, a network protocol called
TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) was invented. In the 1970s, this pro
tocol became a standard for ARPANET. The educational community was encouraged to take
part in network communications, and as more people logged on, more services such as
electronic mail were developed. In the early 1980s,ARPANET became the backbone of what
soon became known as the Internet, as interconnected research networks rapidly converted to
the TCP/IP protocol. "When the Internet first came into existence in the early 1980s, there were
only 213 registered hosts (computers that provided services) connected to the network. By
February of 1986, there were 2,308 hosts. Today the Internet is undergoing tremendous growth,
with several million hosts connected
worldwide"
(Pike 1994). At the present time, the Internet
boasts more than 20 million users in 83 countries (Savola 1995).
In the beginning of Internet development, the tools created to search and view the vast
amounts of information were hard to use. This is because most of the activity on the Internet
was oriented toward computer literate scientists. But times have changed. Today, the fastest
growing segment of information placed on the Internet is in the commercial sector. People
without a high level of computer-based knowledge are finding the available resources on the
Internet useful. This change in emphasis and growth in audience has led to the inception of
more user-friendly and powerful services, namely theWorldWide Web (Pike 1995).
The World Wide Web was created in 1989 by Tim Berners-Lee at CERN, an advanced
physics laboratory located in Geneva, Switzerland. It is a "wide-area hypermedia information
retrieval initiative aiming to give universal access to a large universe of
documents"
{Microsoft
Systems Journal 1994). Originally, the web's purpose was to host hypertextual information
about physics to interested people around the world. But as the look and feel of the interface
became more user-friendly, more and more members of the academic community began com
municating through the network.When the World Wide Web was made available to the public
in 1993, the Internet community soon included this service among their everyday computing
tools. The fundamental technology underlying the web is called the Hypertext Transport
Protocol, that is, a set of rules governing communication between a browser or client, and a
Web server (Hayes 1994). Today, the World Wide Web is experiencing astronomical growth due
to the development of graphical interface browsers such as NCSA Mosaic, Cello, and the most
popular, Netscape. These interfaces allow for more aesthetically pleasing presentations, as text,
graphics, audio and video are all available for crafting web presentations on the Internet. The
aesthetics of a presentation, however, are somewhat hindered by the nature of the language in
which documents have to be drafted. The HyperText Markup Language is a versatile language
that aims at allowing authors to format text by creating relationships or hypertext links
between documents. HTML is a platform-independent language, and although recent develop
ments allow more versatility, it is a purely a structural language. In other words, HTML defines
the content of documents, and a browser shows the document in whatever manner the user
has configured their computer to display the incoming information.
For people who have never explored the World Wide Web with a graphical user inter
face, the process is easy to learn. Although the underlying structures and protocols are com
plex in nature, these structures are buried beneath the user level.When a user is on a comput
er connected to the Internet, he or she starts up a browser or client and goes out over the net
work to retrieve a document by typing in an address called a Uniform Resource Locator. In the
document, highlighted phrases are displayed. By taking a mouse and clicking on one of these
phrases, a new document appears that contains more highlighted links. If the user clicks on
one of these links, still another document appears. The true beauty of the hypertext language
is that links allow the user to travel around the world in an expedient manner. Throughout the
document, thumbnail photographs may be positioned that show a larger image if
double-
clicked on with a mouse.
STATEMENT OF GOALS
A plethora of web presentations are placed on the Internet on a daily basis. The sheer quantity
of information does not mean that quality information is being generated. The objective of
this project was to craft a web presentation that would help local and remote users unlock the
tremendous resources in the Cary Collection. The statement of the goals for generating the
Cary Collection's web presentation were realized by addressing the following questions:
1. How should color images be prepared for online viewing so that they retain
fidelity to the originals while still facilitating speedy transmissions?
2. How can an online digital image database be established that can perform
searches?
3. Keeping in mind HTML design limitations, how can a site be developed that
attractively represents a graphic arts library?
BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE FOR IMAGE PREPARATION
For years color scientists and engineers have said that judging color on computer monitors is
not advisable, as color monitors use additive color while printed materials use subtractive
color. The gamut range on these different
"substrates,"
for lack of a more appropriate word,
varies; both require different viewing conditions and are affect by different variables. However,
a method has now been developed to objectively measure color on monitors for purposes of
accurate print reproduction. All this worked out well until multimedia applications, including
Internet browsers, came along.With the computer monitor as the medium, the challenge is to
prepare color images for viewing under unpredictable end-use conditions. To accomplish this
endeavor, one must first understand the principles of additive color theory, the inherent condi
tions associated with viewing color on monitors, and calibration techniques for monitors. For
situations in which numerous images are available for viewing, a standard methodology for
preparing images must also be established.
THE DIGITAL IMAGE DATABASE
Searchable databases on the Internet are becoming increasingly common. In the Yahoo data
base, searches can be performed to find specific home pages. For instance, Kodak's home page
can be found simply by entering
"Kodak"
at the search prompt. Even though this and other
kinds of databases do exist on the World Wide Web, the author has found few databases devot
ed to images alone that work by having the user enter search terms. Those that exist are usual
ly slow: the user must wait a long time for the images to display on the monitor.
Careful construction of the documents themselves is critical to the construction and
effective use of an image database. An effective search engine, easy-to-understand interface,
and instructions for the novice are also important. The database and interface designed and
constructed for the Cary Collection meets these criteria. Scholars, for one, will be able to
explore the collection and request additional information by e-mailing an easy-to-use form.
Designers will also be able to use the home page and its related jump-off points for reference
and/or inspiration. For example, if someone wanted to design a book that incorporated the
spirit of 15th century typography, a search for 15th century books would produce a set of
images from that period. Anyone who has an interest in publishing, printing or graphic design
would find interesting information by exploring the Cary Collection site.
BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE FOR GOOD DESIGN
HTML was designed from the beginning to allow documents to be viewed on various plat
forms across the Internet. As Internet growth shifted from the educational to the commercial
arena, design became a bigger issue. At the present time, a proposed set of coding tags are
being created to enable more design possibilities on Internet browsers. Leading the field,
Netscape Communications has created a set of tags called Netscape Enhancements which work
with its browser. Because Netscape currently controls 70 percent of the market, other browser
providers have been forced to adapt Netscape's enhancements even before any formal stan
dardization agreements have been reached. Exploring the design possibilities of standard
HTML and Netscape's Enhancements has been challenging, since new developments are occur
ring at a rapid pace.Working with the existing tag formats and pushing them to their aesthetic
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Chapter 2
BACKGROUND THEORY
In the last few months, a number of magazine articles have provided simple step-by-step
instructions for making home pages. Surely, one day designers will merely have to save their
pages in HTML format for their information to be coded correctly for web accessibility. Even
though HTML is an essentially simple language, and crafting a home page is not too difficult,
planning an extensive web presentation involves a great deal of tedious text and format cod
ing. A good understanding of the theories which underline image preparation, database setup
and installation, along with an ability to construct consistent and attractive HTML documents,
is also a necessity. This chapter will therefore address these areas.
IMAGE PREPARATION
"The splitting of white light into the visible spectrum and the recombining of
the spectrum to form a white light was first demonstrated and reported by the
English scientist, Sir Isaac Newton in
1704"
(Field 1992).
Computer monitors and televisions both display color using the additive color theory.
That is, when red, green and blue light are combined in equal proportions, the result is white
light. In nature, a rainbow demonstrates this theory as white light is split into its component
colors through the refractive properties of rain drops. Most people accept light from different
lamps as white, and most people tend to call a whitish color on a monitor white when in fact
most monitors display a bluish cast.
Attitudes aboutMonitors
"'What you see is what you get\ or WYSIWYG, was an exciting promotional
phrase years ago. Screen fonts had finally allowed word processing and layout
programs to display a reasonable presentation of a page on a monitor. But the
phrase was never meant to include the color accuracy all monitors should
have either. However, the dream of seeing a true prediction of printed color on
a desktop computer is strong and potentially lucrative enough to
encourage color scientists and color monitor manufacturers to shoot forWYSI
WYG"
(Smith 1993).
This quote represents only the optimistic side of color monitor viewing. More color
researchers and scientists are quick to say that monitors should never be viewed for subjective
color; only the objective information the density numbers yield should be used. However,when
the monitor is the final destination for the images, a different attitude must be employed. All
the variables for viewing color on a monitor need to be addressed and controlled. True, not
many people calibrate their monitor because many do not know a monitor can be calibrated.
But when images are seen on all different types ofmonitors, a consistent method for setting up
images should be followed regardless of how the end-userwill view the final images.
Monitors take advantage of vacuum-tube technology. Inside each one resides a cath
ode ray tube, essentially an electronic gun. This gun fires beams through either a shadow mask
or an aperture grill, limiting how each beam strikes the red, green and blue phosphors on the
inside of the tube (Myslewski and Pittelkau 1994). Images appear on a monitor as an electronic
gun draws lines across the inner surface of the screen producing a sequence of horizontal
raster scans,with each line made up of pixels. The defacto standard monitor used in the design
of multimedia presentations is a
13"
Macintosh monitor, measuring 640 pixels by 480 pixels.
Additionally, the majority of monitors only have a resolution of 72 pixels per inch; images
should be prepared to this resolution, and not much higher, in order to meet the demands of
fast transmissions.
In general, most monitors display information in eight-bits capable of representing
only 256 colors. If images are prepared on either a 16-bit or 24-bit monitor, color banding may
occur when someone accesses the image with an eight-bit monitor. The majority of CD-ROMs
on the market were therefore optimized for 256 colors (Johnson and Scott-Taggart 1993).
ViewingMonitors
Currently, a standard for viewing monitors does not exist. Both a CIE work group and an
American standards group have shown some interest in setting standards, but at the present
time no proposal has been set forth.
The correct viewing conditions for a color monitor are logical, as long as one under
stands the additive color theory. Since monitors are self-luminous and rely on no extra illumi
nation to produce a color, the optimal viewing environment is a dark room. When viewed in
the dark, color monitors suffer no degradation caused by external light, thus producing good
white points and black points. The only real problem is that not many people enjoy working in
the dark. As a compromise, dim working conditions have been suggested instead. In this situa
tion, no direct illumination will fall on the screen or be perceivable to the operator scanning
the images (Johnson and Scott-Taggart 1993).
The primary viewing condition which must remain constant and used during all color
adjustments is a neutral desktop background. People today tend to have fancy desktop pat
terns on their monitors, but, when a neutral gray background is used, the scanning operator
can make color corrections that are not directly affected by a distracting surrounding environ
ment. Additionally, if various users are viewing the same image on different monitors,
cross-
calibration between them (including the same neutral gray surround and the similarity of
viewing conditions) must be established (Johnson and Scott-Taggart 1993).
Monitor Calibration
"How often you calibrate your monitor is a matter of choice. Factors such as
constant energy fluctuations and progressive deterioration of the picture tube
can create slight shifts even minutes after a careful calibration check. But it's
not practical to re-calibrate every 15 minutes. Once per day, though, should be
considered a bare minimum with another check just before any critical work.
It's obvious that monitor calibration is not a commitment to be taken
lightly"
(Smith 1993).
Monitor calibration is clearly an issue of significant importance. Two ways of calibrat
ing a monitor exist. The first designed for print reproduction does not concern this pro
ject. The second establishes the white point of the approximate chromaticity by using "soft
ware;"
as long as one channel is allowed to maintain the maximum data value, the luminance
of the monitor will not be unnecessarily compromised (Smith 1993). Chromaticity refers to the
level of desirable illumination.
Graphic File Formats
After images are scanned and enhanced for viewing, theymust be saved in the proper graphics
format. The following chart provides an example of the various types of graphics formats that
are available for putting images on the Internet. It is important to note, however, that not all of
these formats are universally supported on the web.
Graphic File Formats Supported by World Wide Web Browsers
FORMAT EXTENSION SUPPORT PROVIDED
Graphics Interchange Format GIF Native
Joint Photographic Experts Group JPEG, JPG, BMP,
XBMP,XBM
Native or External
Device Independent Bitmaps DIB Native or External






For image purposes, the two file formats GIF and JPEG are the most widely used and accepted.
GIF is an 8-bit, 256-color graphics file format created by CompuServe, which facilitates
the transmittal of images through various networks including the Internet and bulletin board
services. This standard employs a
"lossless"
compression scheme, meaning that the original
is
preserved without loss of data as only redundant information is actually discarded.When
an
image is received in GIF format by a browser, it must be decompressed by an application
configured to handle this kind of file. In general, GIF files are very large (Pfaffenberger 1995).
In fact, there is a 4:1 ration in file size between a GIF image and a JPEG image (jpeg-faq/partl
1995). One of the niceties available to web developers is the ability to interlace GIF images.
Interlacing an image gives the user an illusion of a faster download because the image's physi
cal dimensions are drawn out on the monitor before all the details are filled in. In other words,
alternating fields of the images are drawn until the image is fully loaded. This either looks like
"horizontal blinds opening, as you can see each visible line in the normal resolution, or the
image will look like a rack focus, where it changes from a blocky low resolution image to the
normal resolution
image"
(Savola 1995). The author has no control over which of the two ways
the interlaced image will be presented in.
JPEG, created by the Joint Photographic Experts Group, is a file format based on the
JPEG lossy compression scheme for images. Because it employs lossy compression, a loss of
data occurs, but in such a way as to not be obvious.With JPEG, a 2MB file can be compressed to
100K or less. The JPEG graphics format can store 24-bit images which render 16 million colors
(Pfaffenberger 1995). This compression system works on the principle that small color changes
are less noticible to the human eye than changes in brightness (jpeg-faq/partl 1995).
When is it best to use GIF and when is it best to use JPEG? The answer is dictated by
the nature of the graphic as well by the audience, since they are the ones who ultimately decide
if the image quality is satisfactory or not. Some of the advantages and disadvantages of both
formats are listed on the following page.
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Advantages andDisadvantages ofGIF and JPEG File Formats
GIF's Advantages
Wide spread acceptance with native support in nearly all applications
Includes multimedia extensions for multi-image GIF files and sound file extensions
Fast decompression
Better with images using smaller color palettes
GIF'S Disadvantages
Dithering (approximating a color by adding a pattern of dots over another color) is
necessary to create colors beyond the 256 color palette
Fewer colors create palette conflicts when more than 1 image has to be displayed at the
same time.
GIF users are open to compression scheme copyright infringement claims
JPEG's Advantages




Better with photographic quality (high color palette) images
Compression scheme is in the public domain and free to use
JPEG's Disadvantages
Lossy compression scheme reduces image quality at higher compression levels
Slower decompression (and therefore display time)
Fewer graphical applications support JPEG file formats
(Savola 1995)
Figure 2
In addition to its other advantages, GIF normallyworks better than JPEG on images which con
tain only a few colors. This is because large areas of the same color (redundancies) are com
pressed in an efficient manner whereas JPEG compression on a similar image often produces
visible artifacts. JPEG also has a hard time compressing an image with sharp, distinct edges.
In general, GIF is viewed as a graphics format which will eventually be outdated.
"GIF is reasonably well matched to inexpensive computer displays most
run-of-the-mill PCs can't display more than 256 distinct colors at once. But
full-color hardware is getting cheaper all the time, and with JPEG images look
much better than GIFs on such software. Within a couple of years, GIF will





Even though the quality of images that can be placed online does not compare with the quality
of their printed counterparts, museums and galleries have started making digital libraries for
others to access.Many of these images are of such a low quality that it is hard to gain any infor
mation by viewing them. This poor quality doesn't have to be the norm. Ifweb developers take
more time to understand the scanning process and optimize monitor and viewing conditions,
aesthetically pleasing images can be put online that do not require excessive download times.
Good images and a searching engine entice users to explore a web site.
DATABASES AND THE INTERNET
Storing and accessing information in an efficient manner are vital functions in today's infor
mation age. Databases, which are defined as organized collections of related data, enable the
retrieval of specific information (Capron and Perron 1993). As the amount of data increases,
sorting, creating, changing, and retrieving information becomes a big task. For example, imag
ine creating a filing system for business cards. If one organized the cards in alphabetic order
according to last names, he or she would be able to find any information on a card without
many problems as long as there were no more than approximately 30 cards. But what happens
when 3,000 business cards need to be organized? Finding information other than a last name
say location would become a nightmare. Entering the information into a computer data
base capable of sorting multiple fields would be much more efficient. The data could be
rearranged or sorted at will on any field the user wished.
Although fielded databases work very well in theory for information collection and
retrieval, most
"databases"
on the Internet do not work in this fashion. Although the word
database implies fielded and organized information, its use in connection with this project
must be defined differently. The very nature of HTML documents lends itselfmore toward
full-
text indexed information which is what the word database refers to in this thesis. In order
to index the specified documents, a special program must be run that generates a single index
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out of the desired files. Another program then acts as a gateway or intermediary between the
index and a form written in HTML. The form serves as the search-engine interface for the user
to input a query. The gateway program also produces "HTML on the
fly,"
that is, it examines the
index, then creates a results page with links to the appropriate documents. Which programs
are suitable for generating this type of database depends on what kind of server is used. If the
server is Unix-based, then the programs have to be Unix-compatible. Some web developers
write their own programs in languages such as the Practical Extraction Report Language
(PERL), Common Gateway Interface (CGI), C, or C++. A few programs, including the two used
for this thesis project Swish 1.1.1 and wwwwais.c, version 2.5 are freely distributed over the
Internet.An in-depth section explaining these programs follows in the methodology portion of
this paper.Most search engines produce full-text searches. Some of the more sophisticated fea
tures include the ability to search for specific HTML tags. For instance, some search engines
allow a user to search for information which resides within a title or a comments tag.
The HelperApplicationOption
Another option for creating databases on the Internet is to use a helper application which is
designed as a fielded database. A helper application is a program used to show information
which the browser cannot show natively (Savola 1995).
One such potential application is called ImageAXS created by Digital Collections, Inc.
ImageAXS has produced digital CD-ROM databases of images for museums such as the Frick
Collection in New York City. Although this application was not created for Internet use, the
author talked to a representative of the company and received permission to determine if their
sample software could work as a helper application. Some of the niceties of this application
include customized file names, automatic generation of thumbnails, and ease of adding
records. Drawbacks do exist, however. The free sample database program only allows a user to
view 25 images at a time. In order for a user to access 25 images at a given site, the individual
would have to go to DCI's home page, download the freely distributed sample software,
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configure their browser to accept the software as a helper application, go to the Cary Collection
home page and select from a group of 25 image libraries, download one of the libraries, and
then view the images. Another drawback aside from this cumbersome process is that
while the thumbnails are displayed in the 25-image libraries, the large images which should be
displayed upon clicking on the thumbnail do not show up. This is because the link is broken
between the thumbnails and the originals. Future versions of this software may allow this link
ing to take place.
Helper applications should only be used when they are widely circulated. Introducing
an audience to an unknown application, then trying to provide an incentive for them to follow
a set of instructions to download the application, can be avoided if the information is provided
in native HTML in the first place.
Databases and Document Structures
Planning how a database retrieves image-based documents is of utmost importance. Some
sites retrieve thumbnails of images and text right after the inquiry is inputted, sometimes
leading to long download times. It is possible that more than 50 thumbnails could be loading
at one time. The author has visited such sites. A more appropriate way to structure the docu
ments for ease of retrieval is to create separate documents for each image. In the documents,
thumbnail images can serve as a visual reference for the large image. These larger images,
which consume considerably more memory, are only activated if the user wants to view them.
DESIGNING WEB SITES
Since typographic controls are limited in web design and construction, designers are faced
with considerable challenges in making information at a given site attractive and readable.
Because the end-user has ultimate control over the way their document will look, HTML docu
ments need to be crafted in a way that allows them to look good under any given circum
stance. This poses new challenges, but although many browsers exist, the majority ofWorld
Wide Web users rely on Netscape.
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Netscape was formed in the early months of 1994. Jim Clark, former chairman of
Silicon Graphics, and Mark Anderssen, former member of the NCSA Mosaic team, started up a
commercial business aimed at creating a graphical user interface for the World Wide Web.
Within a year, their efforts became a success and have made Netscape a common name in the
information community. In fact, recent estimates show that over 70 percent of the audience
cruising theWorld Wide Web uses Netscape Navigator (Savola 1995).Why has this browser suc
ceeded in drawing so much attention? One reason is that Netscape Navigator allows interlaced
inline images. In other words, images are drawn in simultaneously as a page is loaded. If the
user wants to jump to another page while the downloading takes place, he or she can do so
without waiting until the previous page is fully downloaded. Netscape also developed a set of
proprietary tags, enabling web designers to take advantage of features such as font size con
trol, blinking text, aligning images, and control of spacing of text and graphic elements. These
extensions have become so popular within the Internet community that the W3 Consortium, a
group that works on HTML standardization and implementation, is looking at adopting some
ofNetscape's features in the forthcoming HTML 3.0 standards (Savola 1995).
Prior to setting up pages for viewing on the Internet, one must first consider what the
intent of a particular site is to be, and then design a communications strategy. This involves
clearly defining what it is that the home page will communicate to its audience. After the com
munication message is conceptualized, the web developer must think about who among the
the World Wide Web audience the message should be crafted to entice. Different audiences
have different requirements. Some home pages require simple, straightforward design. These
are pages dedicated to providing textual information. Other pages, such as the one crafted for
this thesis project, aim at attracting finicky viewers who demand good design in addition to
solid content. The next step in designing a web presentation is to acquire good information
written in a direct and active language. Oftentimes, better writing requires sitting down and
crafting words and sentences with a pen and paper.When using this method for preparing
text, the thought process exceeds the written word, enabling more effective and thoughtful
16
messages than are oftentimes created when sitting down at a keyboard and typing
whatever
comes to mind. Information must also be organized. This requires dividing the information
into various pages and developing a storyboard for the physical structure of the presentation.
At this point, general style guidelines can be prepared which specify link and background col
ors as well as first-, second- and third-level headings. Finally, the information must be
arranged in HTML code. One HTML document can be constructed to serve as a template which
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Chapter 3
SELECTED REVIEW OF LITERATURE IN THE FIELD OF STUDY
The literature used in designing and implementing this presentation was extensive (see the
bibliography), but the following sources held the most weight in the outcome of the Cary web
site.An extensive summary has been prepared of each of these sources.
Image Formats and Considerations
Early on in the construction of this project, the author conducted research in order to under
stand graphic-image formats used in web publishing. The book Teach YourselfWeb Publishing
with HTML in a Week, by Laura Lemay, is a very helpful publication for all aspects of creating
web presentations. Organized in easily digestible day-by-day tutorials, it covers everything
from the importance of storyboarding to using the HyperText Markup Language to design
effective documents which combine text, images, sound and video.
Teach YourselfWeb Publishing with HTML in a Week first discusses image formats. Two
different types of image formats exist thatWeb browsers can handle: inline images and exter
nal images. Inline images appear automatically when a home page is loaded on the web. Inline
images should be prepared in a GIF format regardless of which browser a user is running, even
though some browsers can handle other formats. External images can only be downloaded at
the request of the user. As browsers are typically capable of handling different file types, more
flexibility is attained if the appropriate helper applications is already configured on a system to
read JPEG, PCX and XBM graphic file formats.
Inline images should be kept small because they occupy less space and are transmitted
rapidly over the Internet. The term "smaller
images"
has two definitions in this book: 1) its
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actual physical dimensions, and 2) its memory consumption. Many imaging programs enable
users to reduce the number of colors in an image while still having good results. The rule of
thumb for inline image memory is to keep images under 20K. While this number may seem
too small, Lemay suggests the following scenario: A single 20K file takes approximately 20 sec
onds to download over a typical Internet connection. If you take this time and multiply it by
the number of images on the home page, a substantial amount of time can accumulate. People
will become frustrated if it takes too long to access information, and that web site will be visit
ed less frequently.
For every inline image which is placed on a home page, the following questions should
be addressed: "What does that image add to the design? Does it provide information that could
be presented in the text instead? Is it there just because you like how it
looks?"
External images, as mentioned before, can be prepared in a more flexible file format.
This is because external images are viewed separately from web files. That is, external images
can be retrieved and loaded on demand in windows that are separate from the windows occu
pied by the actual browsers.When a user goes to a particular home page, the browser accesses
information about what kind of files are available there by looking at a special code or exten
sion (.jpeg, for example) attached to each image name. If the browser cannot read that specific
code, it transfers the unreadable image to a helper application residing in the user's computer.
If the file type is recognizable by the helper application, then the helper application is automat
ically launched and the image can be viewed. This same principle is used to activate audio and
video clips within home pages.When establishing a link to an external image, Lemay recom
mends providing information such as the file format and file size.
The most common file format for external images is the same as that for inline images,
namely GIE JPEG file formats are almost as popular as GIFs, however. That is because JPEG file
sizes are smaller and allow for faster downloading times, but sometimes the images suffer a
quality loss. For the Macintosh, the program called deBabelizer can be used to convert to the
necessary file formats.
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A discussion on the appropriate use of images is also provided in this publication. As
Lemay states, "The use of images in Web pages is one of the bigger arguments among users
and providers ofWeb pages today. For everyone who wants to design a Web page with more,
bigger, brighter images to take full advantage of the graphical capabilities of the Web, there is
someone on a slow network connection who is begging for fewer images so that his or her
browser does not take three hours to load a
page."
Keeping in mind both situations, web pages
should be created which take advantage of colorful images, but which take those users into
account who contact the home page with a text-based browser like Lynx. Also, not everyone
using graphical user interfaces to cruise the web has a color monitor. Therefore, this book sug
gests testing images on a variety of different monitors and interfaces. Black-and-white moni
tors sometimes drop out color or dither images. Browsers also have different screen dimen
sions, so it is best to avoid setting up images that stretch the full length of the screen.
The Image Preparation Steps Employed by Kodak for itsWorldWideWeb Page
Kodak's web presentation contains a collection of images that have been optimized for moni
tor viewing. Kodak devotes a portion of its site to explaining how all of its images were han
dled to achieve these results. This seven-step procedure initially appeared to be an ideal model
for preparing the Cary images. Before determining the procedures for image acquisitions for
the Cary Collection, the steps outlined at this site were used for preliminary experimentation.
However, as it was determined that the quality of scans received directly by using 35mm color
transparencies far exceeded the quality obtained from a Photo CD. Although Kodak's proce
dures were not used for the project in the end, they are valid and should be considered for oth
ers who are creating image databases and repositories.
Kodak began with 35mm transparencies. During the first step, all images were trans
ferred to a Photo CD using a Kodak PCD ImagingWorkstation 2400 (referred to as PIW). PIW is
a CD authoring system consisting of a high resolution scanner with a 2,000-pixel linear array, a
data manager workstation, a CD writer, a thermal printer, and software. The PIW is designed to
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make scanning "easy, fast, and
reliable."
The exposure and focus are done automatically, and
the color balance was achieved through the selection of "filter
terms."
Filter terms are designed
to analyze and address the characteristics particular to film types, and they play a vital role in
optimizing scan quality. All slides were checked for dust prior to scanning to prevent unneces
sary time loss in image clean-up at a later stage.
In the second step, the images were digitally compressed on the Photo CD. Five image
resolution sizes are available in the Photo CD format, of which the base resolution size (512 x
768 pixels) was chosen for the World Wide Web images. This resolution size was chosen
because "it delivers fine image quality for on-screen viewing, and still has a reasonably small
file size (about 1.2 MB) even smaller when compressed with JPEG (80-200 K). We want a bal
ance between image quality and transmission
performance."
Kodak's Photo CD Acquire
Module and Adobe Photoshop were both used to prepare the base resolution images.
The third step involved optimizing and reconstructing all images. All images were
cropped and cleaned up with Photoshop tools. The dust, for example, that was scanned with
the images was erased with the rubber-stamping tool. At this point,minimal adjustments were
made, since Kodak realized that many different monitors would be used to view the actual
images. Some of the adjustments involved optimizing contrast, brightness, color, and sharp
ness using Photoshop's "Unsharp
Masking"
filter. Next, images were saved in RGB mode in a 24-
bit TIFF format and then compressed using the JPEG method.
The fourth step concerned JPEG compression. Various degrees of compression are
available using this method, with little compression yielding the best results. Kodak chose the
compression method which they believed provided a balance between delivery speed and
image quality. Keeping these goals in mind, each image was compressed differently. On aver
age,when
"medium"
compression was selected for an image which was 1.2 MB, a file size of 80
to 200K resulted.
During the fifth step, Kodak created thumbnail versions for its home page in what is
known as index print. The advantage of using index print normally an 8-bit image is that
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the images occupy little space and are simply meant to provide enough of a guide
to select a
higher quality image available through a link. Each thumbnail was 82 x 123 pixels and was
resized from the JPEG images prepared in earlier steps. The RGB files were converted into
indexed colors using a color table limited to only 50 colors. The effects of this conversion were
such that the file size was reduced to a practical inline size, through the 50-color index resulted
in a posterization of some of the images. Additionally, some images had shifts in color and
banding appeared.
In the sixth step, Kodak took the images and put them on a server where they were
available for downloading. The FTP (File Transfer Protocol) site for obtaining these images is
"/Photo-CD/IMAGES/."
The last step in Kodak's image preparation process consisted of informing users about
methods for optimizing their viewing conditions. For example, "monitor settings and ambient
viewing condition are the biggest factors in display quality. Control your viewing conditions by
viewing your monitor in a dimmed
room"
(a control panel available in the operating system of
desktop components). It is also important not to allow direct light to reach the monitor.
Monitors can be optimized by setting the gamma at 1.8, placing the white point at cool white
(somewhere between 6500 and 9300 Kelvin), and setting the color depth at millions of colors.
For monitors which cannot be set at millions or thousands of colors, the images may suffer
degradation.
Designing on theWeb
Designers and typographers alike come down hard on HTML because of its design limitations.
Two information rich sources were found, however, that explain how to conquer the rigidity of
the markup language and, in turn, create more attractive sites.
Author Darcy DiNucci notes in an article titled "Tackling HTML: 'The Secret Rules of
Web
Design'"
that "its creators at CERN, a European physics lab, weren't thinking of breaking
ground for a commercial Babylon of online art zines and corporate brochures.What they were
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focusing on and achieved supremely well was a way of navigating the web of Internet
servers through a system of easy-to-use
hyperlinks."
In fact, DiNucci goes on to say that they
may have done too well, as commercial and corporate groups were soon to flock to the web and
complain that its capabilities were too limited.
The challenges that these corporations have placed on web developers have pushed
Adobe, Microsoft, and Netscape Communications to try and meet their expectations. It has
been predicted that by next year, a true WYSIWYG tool will exist for the creation of web presen
tations. Though familiar programs such as QuarkXPress will eventually have a "Save as
HTML"
option, designing for the web is much different than designing for traditional print. "It's a
whole new way of approaching the reader, as well as a new set of tools and file formats. The
design limitations may fade into memory, but the Web will still retain a character of its own,
one that depends not only on HTML but also on the exciting and frustrating realities of
working with a flexible electronic
medium."
DiNucci offers six pointers to create aesthetically
pleasing web pages. The following section will summarize each of them.
First, one must learn HTML. For pre-Macintosh typesetters this will be a hauntingly
familiar feat as it closely resembles early typesetting coding. HTML uses bracketed tags to tell
browsers how to render different portions of a document. For example, if the word
"Type"
needed to be physically rendered in a bold typeface, the commands for doing so would be
<b>Type</b>. Though filters are rapidly becoming commonplace to convert designs and doc
uments into HTML, the author recommends against this practice. "Real success with HTML
seems to lie in the ability to turn the code to uses theywere never meant to
serve."
As HTML tags only define the structure of a document, it is next important to focus on
the design of the interface. Some of the limiting factors that designers face are based on the
fact that each browser will interpret HTML differently, leaving no control over the typeface,
type size, leading, line length, size of an indent, or shape and size of bullets. DiNucci notes that
having little control over the user's interface isn't as bad as it seems, as most browsers are
equipped with default settings of 12-point Times Roman for the basic typeface, and 12-point
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Courier for the alternate, and most users tend not to change the default settings. Good design
in web sites is not based so much on fine typography as it is on "the designer's ability to create
a look that's idiosyncratic enough to let reader's know at once whose site they have landed at,
while helping them find the information they came for and
fast."
Interface design can be cre
ated by using buttons, graphics, and navigation maps.
DiNucci's next tip is to keep graphics at small sizes. As graphics applications become
more commonplace, a greater number of individuals are putting up images on the web that
consume more than 20K. Nevertheless, good designers recommend keeping graphics at or
below this size since users will be accessing the Internet with 14,400-bps modems, which typi
cally download images at a 1KB per second rate. JPEG and GIF, the two standard file formats
available for web designers, produce highly compressible images and there are ways to com
press them even further by using index colors or reusing images within one document.When
reusing images, the browser only has to download the image once and then it is cached on the
user's hard disk.
"Design for the Pickiest Reader, but Don't Forget the
Others,"
is DiNucci's next sugges
tion to web designers.When a page looks good on one browser, it might not look very good on
another or even on the same browser if someone has changed the preferences in a way the
designer never fathomed. Probably the most common reason users may not see information at
a given site is that different browsers display information differently.Approximately 20 percent
of those who access the World Wide Web still do so through text-based programs such as Lynx.
At the same time, however, more people are using Netscape enhancements. Although Netscape
says that its extensions were designed to be ignored in non-supporting browsers, some have
been known to lay out text marked with its proprietary tags in a strange manner. Therefore,
web presentations should be created to look acceptable on different browsers; designers who
really care about the
aesthetics of their sites will use the Netscape browser. "Go ahead and
enhance your page with the Netscape
codes,"
writes DiNucci, "but don't rely on them to the
detriment of other readers
"
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The fifth suggestion for designing good HTML pages is simple: make friends with a
programmer. HTML is a tagging system, not a programming language. It is possible to make a
great looking web presentation without generating one line of programming code, but knowl
edge of programming truly lets the designer take advantage of animation, interactive respons
es to user input, and online searching.
Finally, the last pointer was to buckle up and get ready for a bumpy ride. Advances in
web publishing are appearing at an increasing rate, and once a site is fully developed, it may
look outdated in a month or two. Some of the advancements include HTML version 3.0 (which
will include some Netscape extensions), a variety of new Netscape extensions, and Sun
Microsystem's new browser called Hot Java (enabling a greater level of animation and interac
tivity over low bandwidth connections). Additionally, Adobe and Common Ground are adding
web hypertext linking to their products,Acrobat and Common Ground.
"HTML is a markup language, not a layout language. It isn't meant to present a
picture to the viewer. It isn't meant to be easy to read. It is meant to be accessi
ble. Aesthetics are not a consideration. But there are people who would like to
communicate more clearly and effectively, and for us HTML is very primitive.
We don't need on-screen PostScript, what we need is a more visual flavor of
HTML."
David Siegel
David Siegel, typographer, writer, and web-site designer, has developed a personal web site
dedicated to helping people improve their web-authoring and web-cruising experiences by
with tips and suggestions. The majority of his suggestions require the use of Netscape browser
because he believes that it produces the best looking pages. "Someday, the W3 Standards
Committee will have a qualified typographer and maybe even a user-interface specialist to
help them make decisions. Until then, I use Netscape because it's the best. Some day, browsers
will just be browsers; then we can really focus on
content!"
he explains on his page.
Siegel first addresses how to optimize Netscape for comfortable web cruising. The
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fonts he recommends using, which can be changed under Netscape's preference menu, is
TrueType Times Roman for the "proportionally spaced
font"
and Courier for the "non-propor-
tionally spaced
font."
TrueType fonts, he says, are hand-tuned to look great at various screen
sizes. If slanted roman type is showing up on the monitor instead of true italics, Siegel recom
mends throwing away the bitmaps that may be laying around in the system folder of the com
puter. This way, the TrueType hinting engine can work at its best.
Next, Siegel explains what type of screen background works best for cruising the
Internet and also how to select a background color for a web site. Most browsers, including
Netscape, come pre-set to a gray background. This is because the World Wide Web was
designed to transmit images, and light images look best against a dark background while dark
images look best against a light background gray works as a compromise. But gray does not
provide the proper background for reading text. Instead, a color closer to white is more suit
able. However,when configuring a browser to read documents on the web, a pastel color not far
from white should be used because a white background on a monitor tends to be very harsh
on the eyes. Studies have shown that light backgrounds visually imprint themselves on the
human visual system as white. Black backgrounds are often used with images, giving them a
gallery-type effect. In this thesis project, a program called HTML Effects was used to select the
background color. This automatically sets the body tag in a correct fashion. Finally, when
images are used for a background, they should be light and muted, according to Siegel.
Typographic emphasis in web documents should be used in much the same way as in
printed pieces. Bold text can be used, but should only be used to make words shout. The use of
italics is justified in order to make words whisper or to define a title of a source. As mentioned
previously, if the bitmaps for the proportionally spaced font are not thrown away, italics appear
as oblique on the monitor. Oblique text tends to leave gaping holes to the left of the word or
words which are italicized, and it oftentimes crushes text to the right. Some alternatives for
italic usage are inch marks, asterisks and indented margins.When all capital letters are called
for, they should be set in a small point size. This will prevent bad letterspacing. Finally, size
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changes should only be used when other typographic emphasis changes are not appropriate.
Changing the size of headlines, for example, could lead to bad breaks.
Siegel has developed many tricks to get around the constraints imposed by HTML.
Many of these tips were used in the Cary's web presentation. He believes that unless developers
want machines to read web pages, the typical arrangement of headlines, unordered lists and
definition lists should be avoided.
Siegel's cleverest trick involves the use of a single, clear pixel which can be downloaded
from his site. By using this pixel, a developer can control the horizontal and vertical movement
of the clear image by specifying how many pixels on x and y axes the individual wants to
indent. Once in a while, this technique produces a white blank square on a page, which can
usually be resolved if the page is reloaded. Another trick Siegel developed incorporates the use
of an em-dash. By downloading a single black pixel, an em-dash one-pixel high can be created.
Horizontal and vertical white space are also addressed on the Web Wonk home page.
Because justification can't be performed on standard HTML text, letterspacing and word spac
ing does not cause many problems. Nicely set type in all capitals can be made in Photoshop.
Consistent spacing is easy for people to read, and Siegel cautions that two spaces should never
follow a period. Indentation on a web page should follow the rules of classic typography: the
first sentence of a new section should not be indented. Siegel has developed a way to both con
trol line length and set the left margin of a document by using the table tags available in the
Netscape enhancements.When constructing tables, the HTML coder can specify the horizontal
dimension of the table by keying in the appropriate pixel width. Different table columns can
then be made, and if the first table column is empty and the border of the table is set for zero,
the next column row of the table can serve as a galley for the type. In typography, a rule of
thumb states that longer line measures require more leading. As no controls are available for
leading, shorter line lengths are more appropriate. As for blank lines and horizontal rules,
Siegel suggests they be kept to a minimum as most sites overuse these features.
More tips and suggests for creating aesthetically pleasing web presentations exist at
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this information-laden site. Siegel is also in the process ofwriting a book on
advanced web site
design. By using his tricks, web sites truly do look better. His most feverent appeal is, "Don't be
afraid! Don't settle for the 'HTML look'! If more people demand better typographic control, we
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Chapter 4
STATEMENT OF THE PROTECT GOALS
While the primary purpose of this thesis project was to create an aesthetically pleasing
and information-rich web presentation for the Cary Collection, a number of initial objectives
had to be reached first. Those objectives were as follows:
1.Acquisition of quality color electronic images for remote access.
2. Design of a searchable database containing approximately 300 records.
3. Learning the ins-and-outs of web publishing by:
Creating cohesive and consistent documents in the HyperTextMarkup
Language.
*
Developing an aesthetically pleasing interface for users to explore docu
ments. This included keeping up-to-date with developments with HTML
and using tricks to make the text as typographically correct as possible.
Developing a discriminatory eye for judging on-screen image and graph
ics quality
Placing the necessary documents and images on a web server.
Advertising the URL to the appropriate audience.
4. Provide clear and concise instructions on how to maintain the presentation. This




Planning this extensive project was very challenging and exciting. Over the last six months, the
author experienced the excitement and frustrations that accompany a rapidly changing tech
nology. For example, during the original stages of this project, an outline for the records was
created. The images were to go in one column while the text was to flow in a separate column
to the side of the images. However, it was soon discovered that such an arrangement was
impossible because there was no way of making columns with standard HTML tags. So, many
of the records were created using a restricted design which fit the confines of rudimentary
HTML tags. However, in the last few months,Netscape Enhanced tags made the original design
possible. The author went through more than 80 records and revised the design to fit the origi
nal plan. Now, with more sophisticated tools available, designers can start creating good
designs unhampered by earlier versions of HTML.
Storyboard and Preliminary Planning
The storyboard in this section outlines the structure of the Cary web presentation. The struc
ture of the presentation changed several times due mostly to the database setup. As explained
in Chapter 2, a considerable amount of experimentation went in to using the ImageAXS data
base software as a helper application. Since more drawbacks than benefits were found in using
ImageAXS, the author concluded that this means of accessing the records was too cumbersome
for the users. Instead, a searching means was developed using native HTML.
An important aspect of building electronic presentations is to make sure the user
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always know his or her
"physical"
location. In traditional printed material, this is done easily
through the use of page numbers. In web sites, this is done through the use of navigation but
tons. The navigation buttons for the Cary presentation were carefully designed to help the user
travel easily to any location within the site.Web browsers have some navigational control built
into them, and the user can travel backwards and forwards using various links.
In the Cary presentation, a link back to the main menu was positioned in almost every
level of the document, except for the records themselves. The records were designed to take the
user back one level for instance, a record for a 14th century Book of Hours would have a link
back to the Medieval Manuscripts directory. From this level, a link showed the way back to the
main page. All good web presentations have been tested by users who are encouraged to sug
gest ways in which the presentation's features might be improved. For instance, a suggestion
was made to the author to take out the cascading titles on all but the main page. After going
through the presentation and considering the extra time this feature added to exploring this




Image preparation was an important part of this thesis project, and a significant amount of
time was set aside for determining how to optimally prepare images for remote dLCcess. By con
sidering the various advantages and disadvantages of file formats described in Chapter 2, the
author determined that the inline images should be interlaced GIFs, and the external images
should be JPEGs. Since the curator of the library often gives slide presentations, it was also
determined that it would be best to work off of 35mm Ektachrome slides so the images could
serve dual purposes.
Monitor Calibration
Prior to capturing the images, monitor calibration was first performed. Calibrating a monitor
using Adobe Photoshop 3.0 is a relatively simple procedure. This software comes with a Control
Panel device used to calibrate the gamma, color balance, and white and black points of the
monitor. The Gamma Control Panel enables the elimination of color casts in the monitor dis
play. In order to properly calibrate a monitor, the monitor must be turned on for at least half an
hour to ensure that the display has been stabilized. Next, the room lighting is dimmed. Any
changes in these variables can affect the display, so standard lighting conditions are main
tainedwhen scanning.Monitor controls can be taped down once they have been set.
As mentioned previously, the appropriate desktop color is set to a neutral gray. This
procedure prevents the surrounding color from interferingwith the perception of color images
on the monitor. Afterward, the Gamma Control Panel can be selected from the Control Panels.
When the panel is turned on, the monitor's default setting of 1.8 are used. The 1.8 gamma is
recommended for most images, including any that will be displayed on monitors. The white
point can be set on the computer by holding up a white object next to the monitor.When the
white point control is activated, the RGB slider triangles can be adjusted to match the paper as
closely as possible. At this stage, the bluish tint found in most monitors can be
removed. The
gamma can then be adjusted by changing the Gamma Adjustment slider until the solid gray
areas visually match the cross-hatched areas in the strip above the slider. Additionally, the
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color balance can be adjusted by activating the Balance button, then dragging the slider trian
gles until the gray areas in the strip above the slider control triangles turn into a neutral gray.
By doing this procedure, the monitor's RGB mixture is properly set, and the color cast of the
monitor is corrected. Finally the black point of the monitor can be adjusted by activating the
button, then sliding the three triangles until the tint in the shadow tones in the gray strip
below the sliders is corrected. The gamma and color balance may require readjustments after
this procedure (see the Adobe Photoshop User's Guide 1993 for full instructions). The monitor is
then calibrated.
Ensuring proper monitor set-up includes entering the monitor specifications under
the Monitor Setup dialog box. The Photoshop software uses the information in the control
panel to compensate for information affecting the monitor display. This includes the white
point and target gamma, the type of phosphors in the monitor, and the lighting room condi
tions. Procedures must be adhered to for a properly functioning monitor. The first step is to
choose Preferences from the File menu. Next, select File Menu andMonitor Setup from the sub
menu. The Monitor Setup dialog box then appears, and one can enter the target Gamma value
that was entered previously in the Gamma Control Panel. The recommended value is 1.8.
Within the White Point pop-up menu, the white point value can be established. The default is
normally at 6500K, and should be left alone. The monitor type from the Phosphors pop-up
menu can be set; if the right type is not available in the menu, select Custom and enter red,
green and blue. Beneath the Ambient Light pop-up menu, three different lighting settings can
be set. Use high if the ambient lighting is high; use low if the ambient lighting is low; and
medium if the lighting is normal.
Now that the monitor is calibrated and the viewing conditions are optimized, the actu
al image capturing can take place.When scanning with the Polaroid SprintScan 35, the images
should be captured at two to three times the actual size and resolution of their final forms. The
image should be scanned in RGB mode, at the highest available bit-depth the monitor can handle.
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Image Capture
The following procedures were developed to capture the images for the Cary Collection.
1. Turn on the Polaroid SprintScan 35.
2. Turn on the Macintosh Quadra 840 AV.
3. Open Photoshop 3.0.
4. Under File menu, go to Acquire and then SprintScan 35.
5. Select a slide to be scanned. Orient the slide in a right-reading, upside-down
position.
6. Carefully place the slide in the scanner.
7. In the upper left-hand corner of the SprintScan software interface, make sure that
Ektachrome is selected as the appropriate Film and color is selected under Type.
8. Choose the landscape or portrait orientation as necessary by clicking on the
rectangle in the lower left-hand corner of the scanning software interface.
9. Preview the image by clicking on the Preview button.
10. Crop the image as desired but leave some of the black border for final cropping in
Photoshop. Photoshop enables more precise crops as it allows for magnification and
rotation.
11. Click on the aperture button on the software interface. This will apply
pre-
calculated exposure settings for the image.
12. In the resolution pull-down menu, select 150 dpi.
13. In the horizontal pixel value, type in 1280.
14. Scan the image by clicking on the Scan button.
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External Image Preparation
The following Photoshop process was developed for the external JPEG images. While the
process is mostly mechanized, visual judgments do need made for each individual image. In
general, an image should be sharp and bright. If the substrate of the image material has a color
cast that distorts the typical off-white or cream-colored tint of old paper, this should be cor
rected as well.
1. Rotate the image if necessary.Arbitrary rotation is located under the Rotate option
under the Image menu.
2. Crop the image to the desired size. Do this by selecting the desired portion of the
image with the cropping tool. The cropping tool is activated by typing c on the
keyboard.
3. Under Image menu, go the Image Size.After making sure the Proportions box is
checked next to Constrain, type 640 in pixel width box and change the resolution to
72 dpi .
4. Sharpen the image. Under the Filter menu, go to Sharpen and then Unsharp Mask.
Using the preview window in the dialog box, sharpen to the desired amount. For a
starting point, use a level of 50 and a threshold of 1.
5. Look at the image at a 1:1 pixel size. To do this, hold down the Apple key in
combination with the + key until the title bar shows a 1:1 ratio.
6. Remove the color cast if the image contains one.
7.Make necessary changes to the image by using the Variations option under the
Image menu.
8. Save the image in JPEG formatwith a
.jpeg
extension. The Unix server is case-




The following process was developed for the inline, interlaced GIF images.
1. Using the image just modified, go to Image Size, and then change the width to 100
pixels.
2. Under the File menu, go to Filters and then Sharpen. This typically gives the right
amount of sharpness to a thumbnail.Make more or fewer adjustments as needed.
3. Under the Mode menu, go to Index Color. Select 8 bits/pixel,Adaptive Color and
Diffusion Dither.
4. Save the image in CompuServe GIF format with a .gif extension.
5. Open up GraphicConverter v 2.1.4.
FOR ONE IMAGE
6. Under the File menu, open up the .gif file that was previously created.
7. Save again as a .gif, but prior to saving make sure the buttons for 89a and Interlaced
are turned on.Make sure that .gif is lowercase. The Unix server is case sensitive.
FOR BATCH CONVERTING
5. Under the File menu, go to Convert More.
6. Select the desired images (the destination should be the same folder).When
conversion occurs, a dialog box will come up that asks the operator if it is okay to
override the image. The answer is Yes. Make sure that .gif is lowercase. Remember
that the server is case-sensitive.
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How to Place Images on the Server
The following process was developed for uploading images onto the library's Unix server.
1. Open the application Fetch 2.1.2.
2.When the first dialog box comes up, go to Shortcuts in the pull-down menu and
select Cary Collection. This will automatically load the Host (wally.rit.edu), the User
ID (wwwcmm) and the password (checkwith the curator or systems administrator if
this is needed).The directory path for which the Cary presentation's files resides in is
/tech2/www/httpd_1.3/htdocs/cary
3. Find the appropriate directory to place the images on the server. The areas that have
their own folders in this web presentation are as follows:
manuscripts, before_press, 15th_century, 16th_century, 17th_century, 18th_century
19th_century, 20th_century, and middleton. Double click on any directory on the
server to open it up.
4. If the image or images that are being uploaded to the server are replacing images
that already reside on the server, the images residing on the server must first be
deleted. To delete files from the server, highlight the desired file then go to the
Remote menu and go to Delete directory or file.
5. Prior to uploading an image or images, first go to the Customize menu then go to
Preferences. Go to Uploading and make sure the box for Add file format suffixes
(.bin, .txt, .hqx) is deselected.
TO ADD ONE IMAGE
6. To add one image, select Put File from the Fetch main window.
7. Next, find the appropriate file on the computer and double click on it.
8. Change the format from MacBinary II to Raw Data. Select OK.
9. After the connection is made and the image is placed on the server, check its
memory consumption.Write down how much memory the .jpeg image consumes,
subtract one from this number, and set this information aside for use later.
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TO ADD MORE THAN ONE IMAGE
6. For placing multiple images on the server, go to the Remote menu and go to Put
Folders and Files.
7. Highlight an image that needs to be placed on the server and clickAdd. Repeat as
many times as necessary.
8. The files and folders that are to be uploaded will appear in the box titled Files and
Folders Uploaded. Click on the Done button when this is completed.
9. Change the format from MacBinary II to Raw Data. Select OK.
10. After the connection is made and the images reside on the computer, check the
memory consumption of each and write the figures
down. Subtract one from these
numbers, and set this information aside for use later.
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Creating the database
Creating the database portion of this required some trial and error experimentation. As men
tioned previously, the first approach considered called for the use of the free demonstration
software available from ImageAXS. Once the process was deemed inappropriate and too cum
bersome for the end-user, much of the work already conducted was discarded and the
reengi-
neering process began.
With the guidance of Shirley Bower of the Wallace Library's System Department, a
database was constructed using native HTML. The database required the use of two freely dis
tributed programs called SWISH 1.1.1 and wwwwais.c (version 2.5), which are mounted on the
library's server. Since user interface is required to conduct a database search, a form was con
structed in HTML.
SWISH, the Simple Web Indexing System for Humans, is available at no cost from the
Enterprise Integration Technology company. SWISH is a searching engine which was devel
oped specifically for web sites. Some of the benefits for using this database software are its
ease of use and its ability to ignore data in tags in favor of information in header and title tags.
SWISH can search an entire web site in one pass, as long as the information is indexed proper
ly. Because the index is only one file, easy maintenance and transportability are also some of
SWISH's more positive features. A drawback of this searching engine is its inability to perform
tasks which full-searching programs can do, namely looking for different versions of the same
word (called stemming) or locating information used as synonyms. A SWISH search yields the
following information:
LA relevance rank. A number between 1 to 1,000 is assigned to each result based on
numerous factors including how many times a word appeared in a document,where
the word was located, and which tag it appeared in.
2. A path name to the file. This is a link that has been established which takes the user
to the corresponding document.
3. The title of the document. This is specified in the HTML code by the Title tag.
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4. The size of the file in bytes.
5. A period which denotes the end of a SWISH search.
A SWISH configuration file allows the server administrator to select several options.
Some of these options include the specification of certain suffixes (such as .html) and
stop-
words. SWISH enables boolean searching and the input is case insensitive. A few command line
options also exist at the HTML form, giving the user greater flexibility in database retrieval. Of
the command-line options available, a specific tag search is the only one that the author has
deemed appropriate for the audience. Specific tags can be searched if the following string is
entered at the command-line: [keyword] or [keywords] -t c (to search the comments field), and
[keyword] or [keywords] -t t (to search the title field). For example, if a user wanted to search
for the word
"Gutenberg"
in a comments field, he or she would enter the following at the search
prompt: "Gutenberg -t c".
While SWISH is the search engine, it cannot work on the web without the gateway pro
gram wwwwais.c, which acts like a conduit between the indexed files and the HTML form.
Wwwwais.c was installed in the CGI directory on the library's server. Its functions are two-fold:
first, it routes the input from the form to the search engine, and then it takes the information
generated by the search engine and produces "HTML on the
fly"
to display the results. The
graph on the following page demonstrates this process.
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The configurations for both programs were set up with the help of the library's system
administrator. Everytime a new record is added to the presentation, the indexmust be updated.
How to Update the Index
The following process was developed to update the index.
1. Open application called NCSA Telnet.
2. Go the the File menu and then Open Connection.
3. Type
"wally.rit.edu"
in the Host, and
"wwwcmm"
for the user identification.
4.When the password prompt appears, type in the password. Check with the curator or
the systems administrator if this is needed).
5. At the next prompt, type in "cd swish. 1 1 ".
6. Finally, at the next prompt type in "swish -c cary.conf".
Style and Design
Prior to creating the design and style of the Cary web presentation, the author evaluated what
kind of audience is expected to visit this site. Although the World Wide Web has a potential
audience of millions of people, the type of user this project was created for is a person who is
likely to appreciate design subtleties. This is why the author implemented many of the tech
niques tricks outlined in David Siegel's Web Wonk page. It should be noted that the userbase
for the Cary Collection presentation is expected to include faculty and students at RIT.
As images are such an important part of this project, this Cary site was designed to be
viewed on a graphical user interface, and not a text-based Internet browser like Lynx. However,
alternatives were used for the primary levels so that people using Lynx can still find useful
information in the presentation.
The main page itself was created to facilitate fast loading. As various documents
throughout this presentation have links to this page, rapid loading is essential. The marbled
background and flag hosting the title of the presentation were selected to give this page a
clean, elegant look. A small button duplicating the flag was created to steer readers back to the
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main menu from any given site. Other navigational buttons were designed using the freely dis
tributed Sucking Fish filters. First-, second- and third-level headings were established and
placed throughout the documents in a consistent manner. Link colors are also the same on
every document.
The subject library's backgrounds were also prepared in the same way. Portions of
larger images were cropped, reduced to 100 pixels wide, and then lightened significantly. If
backgrounds images are tiled across the screen, they should be light and muted so they do not
compete with any primary text or graphics. An advantage of using a small image as a back
ground is that it is only loaded once on the hard disk so the loading of the document occurs
rapidly.
The form integrated in this site has proved successful in receiving feedback during the
project development. As this site continues to progress, the public is invited to critique the
pages, and any legitimate concern will be considered.
HTML Pages, Image Maps and Forms
A user can see how any of the standard HTML pages are constructed merely by going to the
"Show
Source"
option on the browser. Depending upon what type of application is configured
to show the source of text (Simple Text, for example), a program will launch which shows the
HTML used for a given document. When creating HTML pages for a large presentation, tem
plates can be made to serve as guidelines for adding new materials.When creating HTML doc
uments, the author used Simple Text although many people use dedicated HTML editors such
asWebWeaver and BBEdit. The source code on the following page is used to serve as an exam
ple of what is "behind the
scenes"
in a typical record.After a record is added, the author always
needs to reindex the files (see page 45) and add the appropriate hypertext link to the subject
library's corresponding page.
While anchored text links allow a standard means for navigating around the web,
image maps allow the establishment of links in a more intuitive manner. Image maps, defined
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as interactive map graphics, work by using a behind-the-scenes program to route the inquiry
to the appropriate destination whenever the user clicks on a page graphic. Interactive forms















11. <A HREF=="27.;peg,fXIMG hspace=15
SRC="27.z/"
BORDER=0x/A>
<A RKE="27.jpeg">170KJPEGfile</A>y <BR>full scale
12. <BR>
<BR>
13. <A HREF="27a.;peg"><IMG hspace=15
SRC=n
27a.gif BORDER=0x/A>





18. <K4><I>Biblia Sacra Latina, Versio Vulgata</IxlR4>
17. Vellum leaffrom an illuminatedMedievalManuscript<BR>
Italy, Middle 13th Century<BR>
Latin Text; <I>Rotunda</I> Gothic Script<BR>
19.5 by 13 cm<BR>
18. <BR>
19. <HR>
20. In 1217, St. Dominic, thefounder of the order which bears his name, withdrewfrom France
and
settled in Italy. Here, in the nextfour and lastyears ofhis life, hefounded sixty more chapters
of the Dominican order.
21. <BR><IMG hspace=8 SRC="dot_clear.giff>
22. There was a difference in the art of the scriptoria in the various countries. In England and















Bold= information that can be copied and pasted from another document














The portable document format has been gaining popularity for transmitting information over
the web. Files saved in this format retain their original layout and fonts even when displayed
on a system lacking those fonts. PDF's can be viewed on any platform. Both the Cary Booklist,
newsletter to informing the public about recent acquisitions, and a sample article from the
Printing History journal are available for exploration at the Cary web site. A link to a PDF is
established in HTML code, and when the user click on this link, a helper application called
Adobe Acrobat Reader 2.0 is launched. Acrobat Reader is free and downloadable from Adobe's
web site. A valuable feature of a PDF file is that it can be printed at the highest resolution of the
user's output device.
How to Place Text and PDF's on the Server
The following process was developed for uploading images onto the library's server.
1. Open application called Fetch 2.1.2.
2. When the first dialog box comes up, go to Shortcuts in the pull-down menu and
select Cary Collection. This will automatically load the Host (wally.rit.edu), the User
ID (wwwcmm) and the password (check with the curator or systems administrator if
this is needed).The directory path for the Cary presentation's files is
/tech2/www/httpd_1.3/htdocs/cary.
3. Find the appropriate directory to place the items on the server. The areas that have
their own folders in this web presentation are as follows: manuscripts,
before_press, 15th_century, 16th_century, 17th_century, 18th_century,
19th_century, 20th_century, andmiddleton. Double click on any directory on the
server to open it up.
4. If the text or PDF that is being uploaded to the server replaces images that
already reside on the server, the text or PDF residing on the server must first be
deleted. To delete files from the server, highlight the desired file, then go to the
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Remote menu and go to Delete directory or file.
5. Prior to uploading, first go to the Customize menu then go to Preferences. Go to
Uploading and make sure the box for Add file format suffixes (.bin, .txt., .hqx) is
deselected.
TO ADD ONE FILE
6. To add one file, select Put File from the Fetch main window.
7. Next, find the appropriate file on the computer and double click on it.
8.Make sure that text is transmitted as text, and change the format from MacBinary II
to Raw Data. Select OK.
TO ADD MORE THAN ONE FILE
6. For placing multiple files on the server, go to the Remote menu and go to Put
Folders and Files.
7.Highlight a file that needs to be placed on the server and clickAdd. Repeat as
many times as necessary.
8. The files and folders that are to be uploaded will appear in the box titled Files and
Folders Uploaded. Click on the Done button when this is completed.
9.Make sure that text is transmitted as text, and change the format from MacBinary II
to Raw Data. Select OK.
Advertising the URL
After the Cary site was near completion, the address
"http://wally.rit.edu/cary"
was released to
a variety of different database repositories. This was done by visiting the Submit-it site. At this
location (http:/www.submit-it.com/) a user can choose which sites he or she would like have
carry a URL by filling out a simple form. The author submitted the Cary address to a number of
widely accessed Internet information sites, including Yahoo,WebCrawler, Starting Point, Lycos,
Infoseek, Open Text, Galaxy,What's New, WWWWorm, Harvest,Whole Internet Catalog, and
Apollo.
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In addition to submitting the URL to the standard database collections, the curator of
the Cary Collection will contact RIT communications office and encourage them to write a
press release announcing the Cary Collection's web site. This release will be sent to a variety of
publications in the graphic arts industry. The American Printing History Association home
page will also be announced in a future issue of its publication, PrintingHistory.
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Sources
Adobe Photoshop User's Guide. (Mountain View: Adobe Systems, Inc. 1993) 160-180.
Enterprise Integration Technology Electronic document available at: http://www.eit.com/




The primary intent of this thesis project was to create a web presentation and digital image
database reflective of the Cary Collection, a goal the author believes was achieved. The method
ology outlined six months ago changed significantly in order to accomplish the end product.
Advances in Internet technology, including more flexible support for graphics and also more
design possibilities with Netscape enhancements, have allowed the author to surpass the early
expectations. The following section will summarize the project goals and how they have been
met.
The first goal was to acquire quality color electronic images for remote access. After
experimenting with Photo CD and 35mm color transparencies, the author determined that the
transparencies produced superior reproductions and were more faithful to their originals.
This is because the quality of images on Photo CD's varies according to where the writing is
performed; the images the author received off of a trial CD were all very dark and soft. The
JPEG file format was chosen for external images external images because it renders images in
millions of colors while compressing the files sizes to an acceptable level. GIF was the graphic
file format of choice for the inline images due to its wide acceptance and support with Internet
browsers. The ability to interlace an image which gives the user the illusion of faster image
rendering is also a feature supported by this format.
The second goal was to design a searchable database containing approximately 300
records. Initial efforts were made to configure the database to work in conjunction with an
image database program called ImageAXS. This program was selected for its ability to conduct
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true fielded search queries, render automatic thumbnails, and accepted new records easily.
However, after ImageAXS was configured with a browser to work as a helper application, the
steps requiring a remote user to view the Cary's images were deemed too cumbersome.
Instead, a database was set up that works with standard HTML. Instead of being a true data
base (thus enabling the user to search by selected field), the result was more of a full-text
index. However, the user has the ability to search records by certain HTML tags, namely in titles
and comments. The database created has three parts: an HTML document with a user-input
form, a gateway program called wwwwais.c (version 2.5), and indexing software called SWISH.
Though these programs were selected for this particular presentation, other programs can also
be used to create an effective database on the Internet as long as there is a form, a gateway pro
gram, and an indexing program. When a query is sent from the form, it is routed to the CGI
directory where the executable programs are placed on the server. Next, the query is routed to
wwwwais.c within the CGI directory, and a line in a configuration file points the query to
SWISH. SWISH is an indexing program designed specifically for web sites. The query is taken
to the indexed file where a relevancy rating is placed on any matches and the results are sent
back to wwwwais which in turn produces an HTML document "on the
fly."
The results that are
deemed the closest matches are given a higher score and are therefore placed close to the top
of the generated page. The Cary web site was developed in a way that provided each record
with its own discrete HTML file. The title of the document is produced in hypertext on the
results page, so if a user clicks on the title, he or she is routed to the appropriate destination.
The third goal was to learn the ins-and-outs of web publishing.When designing this
site, the author first developed sketches of pages before fully realizing the limitations ofHTML.
It was thus impossible to implement many of the original design features. Instead, the site was
designed within the confines of HTML. After a few months, however, Netscape Navigator 1.1
was released and along with it came the Netscape enhancements. These
"tags"
which work
solely with the Netscape
browser give designers more flexibility. Suddenly, the author was
able to implement many of her original design concepts. Some of these new capabilities
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include color background control, centered text, horizontal and vertical space control, along
with tables to both control line measures and provide grid structures for text and graphics
placement. PDFs also added a nice feature to this presentation. Articles that were created for
traditional print were saved in this format and placed for viewers to access. The advantages of
using PDFs include the ability to embed fonts and print at the highest output resolution on the
user's printing device.
Learning how to create this web presentation also required learning how to work with
a Unix server. Uploading the images from a Macintosh to a Unix server only really affected the
file naming conventions. Unix servers are case-sensitive and spaces cannot be placed in file
names. Making the form, image map, and database functionable required physically moving
and inserting text on the Unix machine. Overall, however, a minimal knowledge of the Unix
platform was required to make the server-related functions work properly
The last stage of learning about web publishing for this project required advertising
the URL to the appropriate audiences. This was done by submitting the address to a number of
standard URL databases. Additionally, a press release is being developed and will be sent to
graphic arts publications. Once the address penetrates the Internet community, the feedback
form made available at the Cary's site should prove useful in receiving comments, suggestions,
and requests.
It would be wrong to say this project is complete because it will never truly be com
pleted. That is part of the beauty of this new medium its updateability. The final goal of this
project was to provide clear and concise instructions on how to maintain the presentation. The
author has worked with the Cary graduate assistants and to trained them how to use existing
HTML documents as templates and the proper scanning of images. The author feverently
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